December 19, 2014

CONSTRUCTION NOTICE #9: Queens Quay East Interim Improvements (Lower Jarvis to Parliament)
For the three-week period from December 22, 2014 to January 9, 2015
HOLIDAY SCHEDULE

There will be no construction activities on the following days: December 24, 25, 26, 31 and January 1, 2, 2015
PROJECT UPDATE

Major construction work for the new Martin Goodman Trail and sidewalk on the south side of Queens Quay is
nearing completion.


Sidewalk: The sidewalk is complete between Lower Jarvis Street and Lower Sherbourne Street and is
expected to open next week. For safety reasons, the sidewalk east of Sherbourne Street will open in the
spring once a final 90-metre section of sidewalk is completed from Sherbourne Common east to the Bayside
development construction gate.



Martin Goodman Trail: Much of the asphalt paving has also been completed for the Martin Goodman Trail.
The trail will open in the spring after the final 90-metre section is completed from Sherbourne Common east
to the Bayside development construction gate is paved.

Line painting and final landscaping work including tree planting will also occur in the spring.
Lower Jarvis Street to Dockside Drive
By mid-January, final sidewalk work and signage will be completed in this area.
Parliament Street & Lakeshore Boulevard crosswalk work
The majority of crosswalk work is complete. Over the next few weeks crews will install the guardrails for the
crosswalk.
Pedestrian, Cyclist and Vehicular Access
The eastbound curb lane is closed to cyclist and vehicular traffic between Lower Sherbourne and Bonnycastle Street.
Cyclists and vehicles will be required to share the remaining eastbound lane of traffic in this area. Pedestrian access
east of Lower Sherbourne to Lake Shore Blvd is closed on the south side of Queens Quay, please use the north
sidewalk in this area. Signage will be in place for any required pedestrian diversions.
Municipal Services Work
Municipal services work is underway to support new developments in East Bayfront including Bayside and Monde.
The majority of work is occurring along Bonnycastle Street / Queens Quay East. The construction of new sewers on
Queens Quay/Lake Shore from Bonnycastle to Cherry Street is expected to commence shortly. Traffic diversions will
be required to accommodate the construction of the new sewers located within the road.
For more information about this work, please email info@waterfrontoronto.ca or for urgent construction issues,
contact Ed Sarsam, PCL Constructors Canada Inc – (416) 677-9287.

